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During the 1970’s, there were “sit-ins” in museums by Indian groups protesting
not only the open display of Indian bones in cases but also the display and retention of
ethnohistorical and ethnographic artifacts, stolen — as they claimed — from Indian

graves. A group of Indians in 1971 in a “sit-in” at the Southwest Museum in Los An-

geles, demanded not only the removal of “ancestral bones” from public view, but also
“that archaeological expeditions be screened by our traditional Indians to prevent fur-
ther desecration of our Ancestral burial grounds” and that “traditional oriented Na-
tive Americans replace [in the museum] non-Indian employees.” Obviously, political,
religious and economy concerns are conflated in these demands.’

There is, of course, a range of opinions among Indians — as there is among anthro-

pologists and archaelogists — regarding methods and goals of archaeology. The most
extreme view is that all archaeology is a desecration of and an affront to Indian beliefs

and causes “spiritual sickness”. Their spiritual beliefs are violated, according to one In-
dian spokesman, who explained that “if you disturb the dead or rob their graves of
pots and other objects intended to secure their journey to the hereafter, their spirits
wander [and] can bring evil to those who allowed their graves to be disturbed.”® Thus
Indians who allow their ancestors’ graves to be opened will suffer their ancestors’
wrath. Indian people, according to one Pawnee, “always assumed their dead were
safe... [and to learn] this wasn't true caused intense pain, sadness, shock and dismay."
He noted that when the Pawnee learned that whole burial grounds of their people were
being dug up and the bones and funerary artifacts sold. “Children and old women
were crying for fear that their ancestors were wandering and couldn't rest." 5ome
claimed that the bones were calling to them; they could hear them at night.’

Indian activist, Dennis Banks, founding member of the American Indian Move-
ment or AIM, insists that archaeologists are merely grave looters, the only difference,
in his eyes, is that archaeologists have a state licence. It does not matter to Banks

whether the graves are opened by professional archaeologist or amateur pot-hunters,
the diggers “just don’t understand the forces they’ve let loose. 2

A more moderate position taken by some Indians is that archaeology can be useful
and even desirable to Indian tribes, especially in the area of contested land claim cases,

but the digging should be under the control of Indians, bones and grave items should
not be taken away for analysis and all items found are the property of the tribe. For In-
dians in this group, their objections to archaeology and anthropology centers on the
fact that Indians are still often treated as objects of study and not as people. According
to one Northern Cheyenne woman, “Indians are not exotic creatures for study. We

are human beings. ..”"! A Pawnee expressed a similar opinion, “We want the legal pro-
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